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ON A CHARACTERIZATION OF THE FIRST

RAMIFICATION GROUP AS THE VERTEX

OF THE RING OF INTEGERS

YOSHIMASA MIYATA

1. Introduction.

Let k be a p-adic number field and o be the ring of all integers in k.

Moreover, let K\k be a finite Galois extension with the Galois group G =

G{Kjk). Then the ring D of all integers in K is an o[G]-module. In this

paper we shall give a characterization of the first ramification group Gx of

the extension Kjk as the vertex of £> which is defined below.

To define the vertex of £>, we remember the vertex theory ([1], [2]). Let

G be an arbitrary finite group and M be an o[G]-module, where o[G] is the

group algebra of G over o. Let U be a subgroup of G. Then M is said to

be {/-projective if there is an o[£/]-module N such that M is isomorphic to a

component of the induced o[G]-module Ό[D]®ύ[u]N. If M is an indecompo-

sable o[G]-module, then there exists a subgroup V of G, such that

(i) Mis F-projective

and

(ii) if W is any subgroup of G, such that M is T7-projective, then for

some element g of G

gVg-'aW.

We call such V, that is uniquely determined up to conjugate subgroups in

G, a vertex of M.

Now let K\k be the finite Galois extension with the Galois group G,

and D the ring of all integers in K. Then, since D is not always indecom-

posable as an o[G]-module, we consider the decomposition of D into inde-

composable o[G]-modules M4

(1) D=M1Θ ΘM,
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As the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds for o[G]-modules, the set {Mlf "'•', Mt)

of indecomposable o[G]-submodules is determined uniquely, up to isomor-

phisms, only by D. For each i{l-<Li^Ll) there exists a vertex Vt of Miβ By

the above remark, the set [Vί9 , Vt] of vertices is also determined uni-

quely, up to conjugate subgroups in G, only by D. We define the vertex of

O as the minimal normal subgroup V of G containing Vt for all i. Thus

the vertex V of O is defined uniquely. Our aim of this paper is to prove

that the vertex V of D coincides with the first ramification group Gx of the

Galois extension K/k.

To achieve our aim. we use the cohomological characterization of the

tamely ramified extension which H. Yokoi gave in [6]. We state this chara-

cterization as Theorem 2 in this paper.

2. G-algebra.

In this section we summarize definitions and propositions of the repre-

sentation theory from Green's paper [2] which we use in this paper. An

algebra A with identity element is said to be a G-algebra if A is a left o[G],

-module and moreover the condition

g(άb) = g{a)g(b)

is satisfied for all geG and all a, b e A. For each subgroup U of G we de-

fine Av by

AΌ = {a&A\g(a) = α, all g^U}.

if U and W are subgroups of G such that U<zW, then it follows clearly that

Then we define the map TUtW: Au->AW, by

g

for all a^AΌ, where g runs over a set of representatives of distinct left cosets

of U in W. As a^Aϋ9 Tu%w{a) does not depend on the choice of represen-

tatives. TUtW(a) is a element of Aw. Let AUtW be the image of TUtW. From

[2] Ah Lemma, we have the following lemma:

LEMMA 1. Let U and W be subgroups of G, then

A%j % Q Aψ t Q c 2J A{j9 π w, G
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where U° is a conjugate subgroup gUg'1 oj U.

Let e be a primitive idempotent of algebra Ao, then there exists a sub-

group V of G, such that

(i) ee-Av.Q

and

(ii) if U is any subgroup of G, such that e&AϋtG, then for some ele-

ment g of G

We call such V, that is uniquely determined up to conjugate subgroups in

G, a defect group of e*

Let M be a left o[G]-module? and let £(M) denote the o-algebra of all o-

endomorphisms of M. Then we obtain the following facts from [2] 5. Ex-

amples of G-algebras Example 3). We make E{M) into a G-algebra as fol-

lows: if Θ(=E{M) and gεG, we define g{θ) by

(3) (g(θ))(m) = g(θ{g~\m)))

ίor all MKΞM. Then for any subgroup U of G, E(M)Π is the algebra oί all

o[ί/]-endomorphisms of M. Suppose that M is an indecomposable o[G]-mo-

dule. Then the identity endomorphism l^E(M) is a primitive idempotent

of E(M)Q. The defect group of 1 in the G-algebra E(M) is the vertex of the

indecomposable o[G]-module M. If M is not indecomposable, each primitive

idempotent e^E{M)G determines an indecomposable component eM of M =

eM® (1 — e)M. The defect group oί e in E(M) is the same as the vertex of

eM.

We apply the above results concerning M to o[G]-module £). We obtain

the decomposition of the identity endomorphism 1 e£(£)) into primitive idem-

potents βi of E(Ό)G

(3) 1 = eλ + + et

corresponding to the decomposition (1) of £). For each i(l<i^l) let Vt be

the defect group of et. Then Vi is the vertex of Mi = ^iM. Hence the set

{Vu , Vι\ is determined only by £) up to conjugate subgroups in G.

Then the vertex V of O defined in the introduction is also the minimal

normal subgroup of G containing all defect groups Vt.

Now we prove the lemma which we shall use later.

L E M M A 2. Let A be a G-ahgebray and f, fu f2 idempotents oj AG such that
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/ = /, + /2, fιf2 = / 2 / i = 0 . If U is any subgroup such that f^AUtG, then fx

and / 2 belong to AU%G.

Proof. fι belongs to AGtG = ΛG from the assumption. Since /* = /</,

fi belongs to ΛGtGΛUtG. By Lemma 1, we obtain

fiEίAGtGAχjίG

3. Vertex of D.

We use the same notation as in the last section. For any element a

of D we define an element a of E(D) by

ά(β) = αβ

for all βe£). This map from D into £(£)) is injective. We denote a simply

by a. Thus in the following £>czE(Ό). We may think two kinds of opera-

tion of G on £). One of them is induced by considering G as the Galois

group of the extension K/k and the other is defined by (2). These two kinds

of operation of G on D are the same. In fact

g&)(β) = g(cc)β = g(a(g

for all a, /3<Ξ£>.

Let U be any subgroup of G, then θ&EiΩ^ induces an 0-endomorphism

ΰ of Dtf. In fact for any β^Du and any g^U, we have

Therefore

As θ{β) is kept elementwise by the operation of U, θ{β) belongs to £V.

We can consider the identity of £) as the identity endomorphism of O.

In the following we denote the identity of D and the identity endomorphism

by the same notation 1. When G acts on D as the Galois group of the

extension K/k, D is a G-algebra. The map TUtG defined in the introduction

is the usual trace map from L to k, where L is a subfield of K correspond-

ing to U, i.e. KΌ. We denote trUtG instead of TUιG in the case that A is £).

T H E O R E M 1. Let U be a normal subgroup of G. Then all ^ in the decom-

position (3) lie in E{Ό)UtG if and only if the identity 1 lies in trUtGDu.

Proof Suppose that ee{D)ϋtG for l<i^l. Then there exists θi
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such that

where the {g} are representatives of the distincet left cosets of U in G. Put

β = θι + + θι, then we obtain

(4) 1

and θ induces an endomorphism θ in E{ΌΠ) as we state above. As {g} are

all representatives, we can think that g runs over the factor group G — G/U.

We can consider the equation (4) as the equation in the G-algebra

Thus we have

2

&u is G-weakly projective. Hence the O-dimensional Galois cohomology

group H°{Όu) is trivial (c.f. [3]). Since H°(Du) = (£>u)G/trDu, 1 lies in trUtGΌσ.

Conversely, we suppose that 1 lies in trUtGDσ. Since trUtGΣ)uC:E(D)ϋtG9

1 lies in E(£))UtG. Applying Lemma 2 to the case that / = 1, f\ — ex and /

= e2 + + et9 we obtain that ex^E{£>)UtG. Similarly we obtain that et

lies in E(IO)Ut0 for 2<i^l.

H. Yokoi gave the following theorem:

THEOREM 2. (//. Yokoi [6]). The extension K/k is tamely ramified if and

Only if the O-dimensional Galois cohomology group H°{D) is trivial.

Now we prove the main theorem of this paper.

THEOREM 3. The vertex V of D is the first ramification group Gx of the ex-

tension K/k.

Proof At first we prove that Gx contains V. By Theorem 2, H°(£>Gί) =

{0}. Then 1 lies in trGι,σ&σr By Theorem 1, e{ lies in E{Ό)GltG for l ^ i

^ /. Hence Gx contains the defect group Vt of e^ As Gλ is a normal sub-

group of G, Gx contains the vertex 7 of D.

Next we prove conversely that V contains G l β As ^ lies in E{ϋ)VtQ for

1 ^ i ^ /, it follows from the proof of Theorem 1 that H°(ΌV) = {0}. Let Kv

be a subfield of K corresponding to V. Then, by Theorem 2 the extension

Kv/k is tamely ramified. The ramification field KGχ contains any tamely ra-

mified subfield of K (c.f. [5]). Hence V contains Glm
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Finally we obtain the next corollary. It is the statement to express E.

Noether's Theorem concerning the characterization of the tamely ramified

extension ([4]) in other words.

COROLLARY. The extension K/k is tamely ramified if and only if the ring D

of all integers in K is ΰ[G]-projective.

Proof D is o[G]-projective if and only if each M4 of the decomposition

(1) of £) is o[G]-projective. M* is o[G]-projective if and only if the vertex of

Mi is trivial. Moreover, the extension K\k is tamely ramified if and only if

the first ramification group Gx is trivial (c.f. [5]). Since Gλ is the vertex of

£), the corollary is proved.

Remark. E. Noether's Theorem is obtained by replacing projective by

free in this corollary.
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